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2016 and funded by the Culture Programme
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EuroVision: Museums Exhibiing Europe (EMEE) is a
European museum development project for naional
and regional museums. It explores an innovaive
interdisciplinary approach for museums to reinterpret
their objects in a broader context of European and
transnaional history. The necessary theoreical and
pracical framework is developed, put into pracice and
evaluated by an internaional, trans-sectoral network
bringing together the creaive excellence of museums
and cultural workers in a project based on the scieniic
experise of History Didacics in mediaing culture. It will
be presented to the visitor in the so-called ‘EuroVision
Lab.’ exhibiions, using the moto:

COP 1: European re-interpretaion of objects

•

‘One Object – Many Visions – EuroVisions’
The ‘EuroVision Lab.’ is experimental by nature and
is taking place at all partner insituions. It involves a
variety of diferent aciviies with public appeal (e. g.
exhibiion projects, cultural performances), which put
into pracice the concept of the ‘Change of Perspecive’
(COP) for the Europeanisaion of regional and naional
museums. In order to deal with historical culture and
historical idenity the COP has three components.

As if they were looking through a range of diferent lenses, experts and visitors discover that one and the same
object can be perceived in mulilayered ways and contexts. Hence, the COP 1 encourages visitors to acively
be engaged in the European reinterpretaion of objects
by intersecing local, naional, transnaional and global
perspecives.

Toolkit 1: Making Europe visible
(by exploring new perspecives)
Toolkit 2: The museum as ‘social arena’
(by integraing mulicultural Europe)
Toolkit 3: Bridging-the-gap
(by acivaion and paricipaion)

COP 2: Acivaion and paricipaion of visitors

The COP 2 pracices the change of perspecive between
museum experts and visitors. The museum puts strategies to the test that lead away from its tradiional prerogaive of historical interpretaion by encouraging the
visitors to relect and express their own approach to the
museum contents. The steps range from the acivaing
presentaion of the objects to a synaestheic exhibiion design and to accompanying cultural programmes in
parts designed by visitors and even ‘non-visitors’.

Toolkit 4: Synaestheic translaion and
transformaion of contents
Toolkit 5: Social web and interacion
with new media
•

Creaing ideas on the COP by young Scenographers (European compeiion).

•

Tesing of the COP toolkits in the ‘EuroVision Lab.’
exhibiions of all paricipaing partners.

•

Developing of COP workshops and study modules
for further training purposes in order to implement the concepinto pracice.

•

Building a European network for the Europeanisaion of museums by the means of the COP.

COP 3: Broadening perspecives

The COP 3 is achieved by changing the perspecives by
means of internaional and interdisciplinary exchange
of ideas,experise and objects in order to overcome the
narrownessof naional and Eurocentric perspecives. In
order to fulilthis aim, a European network of museum
experts and culturalworkers will be established.

Developing and online publishing of COP toolkits
for the museum work:

